This paper develops a method for determining sequencing policies to effectively control a multistation closed queueing network. We assume that several job classes, with different service time distributions, share each server and should be sequenced to maximize the long-run throughput rate of the system. A Brownian control problem that approximates the original queueing network is formulated and used to develop a dynamic sequencing policy that seeks to prevent idleness, unless the system is at a face of the workload imbalance polytope that arises in the Brownian formulation. Several examples are used to demonstrate the benefit of this policy over the static prioritization proposed by Chevalier and Wein (1993) , which has previously been shown to dominate traditional scheduling policies in a closed network setting.
INTRODUCTION
A number of recent developments have increased the importance of understanding how to effectively control a closed queueing network. Recommendations in both the academic and management literature extol the virtues of operating a manufacturing facility in a manner that makes a closed network, rather than an open network, the most appropriate representation of the processing system. For example, the Constant Work-In-Process (CONWIP) work release mechanism introduced by Spearman et al. (1990) suggests that the entire processing network operates as a closed network, while the Drum-Buffer-Rope policy articulated by Goldratt and Fox (1986) in The Race causes a critical subnetwork of the processing network to perform like a closed network. Additionally, Solberg (1981) and others adopt closed network models to accurately represent the physical constraints (such as storage space) of the processing system. Optimal control policies for closed networks, however, are difficult to prove and sometimes even to articulate. For a closed processing network without any routing flexibility, one can increase the output of the system by either increasing the number of jobs that are allowed in the system or more efficiently sequencing the jobs within the system. The first alternative will necessarily increase the WIP and throughput time of the system, whereas the latter option increases the production rate of the system without increasing WIP or throughput time.
We define a sequencing policy as a set of instructions that dictates which jobs should be processed on each piece of equipment at each point in time. Harrison (1988) pioneered the use of an approximating Brownian system model to gain insight into effective control of more complicated queueing models. Harrison and Wein (1990) solved the Brownian control problem for a two-station system, and Chevalier and Wein (1993) used the Brownian formulation to derive an effective procedure for setting static sequencing policies in a multistation closed queueing network. In this paper we use a basic example to demonstrate the "Achilles heel" of the static Chevalier-Wein sequencing policy and discuss methods to effectively use dynamic sequencing to avoid unnecessary server idleness.
In a queueing network, system performance typically is measured along the dimensions of throughput rate (output per unit time), throughput time (total time a job spends in the system until it is completed), and work-in-process inventory (number of jobs in the system). Because the formula developed by Little (1961) demonstrates the formulaic relationship between the long-run averages of these three measures, focusing on any two is sufficient to understand average system performance. The long-run average effect of a control policy can be represented by plotting the throughput rate versus average throughput time, where each point on the plot displays the results from having a specific number of jobs in the system. For multiproduct systems, we assume that new jobs are created in such a way that a target product mix is achieved, so throughput rate refers to the total number of products completed per unit time and throughput time refers to a weighted average of throughput times across products. For a given control policy, higher rates of throughput can be achieved only by increasing the number of jobs in the system (WIP), which necessarily creates longer throughput times. One control policy is more effective than another if it is able to produce a given throughput rate with a shorter average throughput time.
In this paper, we develop a process to determine a sequencing policy for any closed queueing network and demonstrate, for several test cases, that the resulting sequencing policies enable high levels of throughput with relatively lower levels of work-in-process inventory and shorter throughput times. In §2, the general queueing control problem addressed by this paper is formally defined. Section 3 formulates a Brownian control problem that approximates the queueing control problem under conditions of heavy traffic. Section 4 describes a basic processing network that arises naturally in the semiconductor industry and illuminates the shortcomings of many recommended sequencing policies. We use insight gained from the approximating Brownian control problem to develop a sequencing policy (dubbed the polytope-filling policy) for this network, demonstrate its near-optimal performance, and discuss the differences between the polytope-filling policy and the optimal policy. In §5, we describe how to develop the polytope-filling policy for a general processing network, and test the performance of this policy on several more complex networks. Section 6 concludes by reiterating the key contributions of this work.
THE QUEUEING CONTROL PROBLEM
For the reader's convenience, the notation and assumptions of Chevalier and Wein (1993) are followed wherever possible. We consider a processing facility that manufactures products j = 1 2 J , each of which follows a specified series of processing steps. Each step on the route of each product is identified as a unique job class, indexed by k = 1 2 K. Servers are indexed by i = 1 2 I with jobs of class k processed at server k according to a general i.i.d. service time distribution, with finite mean k and variance s 2 k . A queue forms for each job class processed at a particular server, and Q k will be used to represent the number of jobs in each job class. Each station is assumed to have a single server, so the terms "station" and "server" will be used interchangeably. There is no requirement that all job classes served at a given station have a common service time distribution. The constant number of jobs in the closed network is represented by N .
Routing is assumed deterministic, but the framework used for analysis could readily handle probabilistic routing to model stochastic events such as rework. We assume that management has determined the desired product mix, or proportion of output represented by each of the J products. When a job completes its final service, it exits the system and immediately is replaced by a job of class k with probability q k . To hold the number of jobs constant at N , k q k = 1. Obviously, q k > 0 only when k is the first step in the route of a particular product, and q k represents the desired proportion of that product in the output mix of the facility. It is assumed that new jobs are selected in a Markovian fashion, but they could be chosen deterministically without affecting the heavy traffic analysis. Although the proportion of WIP comprised by each product will vary over time, the control over input ensures that the long-run output of the system will be in the desired product mix. Duenyas (1994) argues that a multiple-chain, closed-loop input policy (which holds constant the number of jobs of each product type) can more efficiently achieve a given throughput rate, but we focus on single-chain networks because it is easier to control the product mix and is consistent with the assumptions of Chevalier and Wein. A switching matrix P, which we assume to be irreducible, summarizes the transition probabilities, with each entry P kl representing the probability of moving to class l after completing a class k service. For any class k that is not the final step in a product's route,
If k is the final step in a product's manufacturing process,
Given that (i) the number of jobs in the system is fixed at N , (ii) there is no routing flexibility, and (iii) the input process is controlled, the primary control that can be exerted in this model is over the sequencing of jobs within the facility. Whenever any station finishes processing a job, one must determine which job each station should be working on. Because every job in a given job class is identical, this sequencing decision amounts to determining the job class to work on at each station. As Chevalier and Wein (1993) state:
"The objective of the scheduling problem is to maximize the long-run, expected average throughput rate of the network, which is the number of customer departures per unit of time. Since the customer population level is fixed, Little's formula implies that this objective will also minimize the long-run, expected average sojourn time of customers, which is the amount of time a customer spends in the network. Since the entering class mix, customer routes, and mean service times are all fixed, maximizing the long-run, expected average throughput rate is equivalent to minimizing the long-run, expected average idleness rate for any arbitrary server, which is the fraction of time the server is idle."
The heavy traffic literature typically assumes that the loads placed on the various servers are relatively balanced. The point has been made that in heavy traffic, the scheduling of any server that is utilized significantly less than the busiest server becomes relatively unimportant to the performance of the system, and therefore such servers can be dropped from primary consideration. In a closed network, the utilization rate for each server cannot be readily determined from primitive system information (the utilization rate is discovered by operating the system). Instead, traffic intensities, denoted by i can be calculated to give the relative utilization of each server.
As a first step in determining the traffic intensity vector, a K × K input-output matrix R is defined from the routing matrix and the mean service times of each class. Each element of R, R kj = −1 j jk − P jk represents the average rate at which processing of class j jobs reduces the number of class k jobs. The symbol jk = 1 if j = k and jk = 0 otherwise, so R kj is positive only for j = k.
The system of flow balance equations, R = 0, is solved by a strictly positive K-vector that is unique up to a scale constant. Each element k represents the relative amount of time class k jobs require of their server k . We define the I-vector of traffic intensities with elements i = k k =i k , and scale such that max 1 2 I = 1. Each element of the traffic intensity vector is thus the utilization of server i relative to the most heavily utilized server. For ease of discussion we assume the workload at each server is perfectly balanced (i.e., i = 1 for all i), but the modifications made in Chevalier and Wein to account for heterogenous server traffic intensities easily could be applied to this analysis as well.
THE WORKLOAD IMBALANCE FORMULATION
Following Harrison (1988) , who approximates the closed network scheduling problem with a Brownian control problem, and Harrison and Wein (1990) , who develop the equivalent workload formulation and workload imbalance formulation to the Brownian control problem, we define an approximate control problem that will give us insight into scheduling a closed network. Harrison and Van Mieghem (1997) describe the general process of developing equivalent, reduced state space formulations. The following paragraphs summarize the development of the approximate Brownian formulations found in the aforementioned articles; for a more complete description one should consult the original articles.
We assume that the system begins at time 0 with the N jobs distributed across the k job classes in an arbitrary fashion. Let Q k t be the number of class k jobs in the system at time t, and I i t be the cumulative idleness incurred at server i in the time interval 0 t . The Brownian approximation scales these two measures as a function of the total number of jobs, denoted by N . We define the scaled queue length process Z k t and cumulative idleness process U i t as follows
Note that under this scaling Z k t now represents the fraction of jobs that are class k. We further define a workload profile matrix M with elements M ik equal to the expected total remaining work at server i for a class k job, before it exits the system. Because this paper focuses on a closed network, with a fixed population size, the dimensionality of the Brownian problem can be reduced by one. We define a workload imbalance profile matrix M with
Brownian motion process with drift vector (having no subscript, distinguishing it from the Dirac delta, jk , defined previously) and covariance matrix as defined in Harrison and Wein (1990) . Specifically, the drift vector is = −NR where is a K-dimensional vector defined by
Under the assumption of perfectly balanced loading, = 0 (where 0 here is a vector of appropriate dimension). The covariance matrix is computed from the means and variances of the service time distributions and the routing matrix P. Each element of the covariance matrix is defined by
Let B = TMX, where T is an I × I + 1 matrix defined as follows:
Thus, B is an (I − 1) dimensional Brownian motion with drift vector = TM (under balanced loading, = 0 as well) and covariance matrix TM M T T T . The Brownian control problem that approximates the original processing network is obtained by letting N → . By Harrison and Wein (1990 , Propositions 2 and 7) the workload imbalance formulation is to choose a K-dimensional process Z and an I-dimensional process U , both of which are right continuous with left limits, to Minimize lim sup
The objective function minimizes idleness at Server 1, but in a closed network the idleness rates at any two stations are related by their relative utilization rates (and in a perfectly balanced system the long-run idleness is equal across all servers), so any server could have been used in the objective function. The state of the system is described in terms of the workload imbalance process
which measures the work for server i relative to server I at any time t.
BASIC MODEL: TWO PRODUCTS, THREE STATIONS
Here we focus attention on a two-step, branching production model. Two products (A and B) each require two production steps to be completed. The first step is performed on a machine that is shared by both products; the second step is completed on a dedicated machine. We label the shared machine Server 3 and the dedicated machines Server 1 and Server 2. It is assumed there is no setup time to convert Server 3 from Product A to Product B, that the product mix is split evenly between the two products, and that the ratio of mean processing time at
Step 1 to mean processing time at
Step 2 is 1:2 (to maintain balance across the servers). Four job classes result: Class 1 -Product A at Server 3 Class 2 -Product B at Server 3 Class 3 -Product A at Server 1 Class 4 -Product B at Server 2 Denoting by k the mean service time for job class k, we set 1 = 2 = 1, 3 = 4 = 2. The system is operated as a closed network by fixing the customer population at N and specifying that Class 3 and 4 jobs, upon completion, become Class 1 or 2 jobs with a probability of 0.5. See Figure 1 for a graphical representation of the system (the numbers inside circles represent the job class, and the numbers inside servers represent average processing times).
Formal Analysis of the Approximating Brownian Model
For our example, the workload profile matrix M, with each element M ik representing the total expected remaining work at station i for a class k job, is as follows:
The resulting workload imbalance matrix is
The two-product closed network model.
The two-dimensional workload imbalance process, W t = MZ t , thus represents the difference in workload between each of the first two servers and Server 3. As shown by Chevalier and Wein (1993) , the workload imbalance process will reside within the polytope formed by taking the convex hull of the K column vectors in M. Each vector represents the workload imbalance for a particular job class. The workload imbalance polytope for our example is a rectangle with one vertex corresponding to each of the four job classes, as displayed in Figure 2 .
Chevalier and Wein's analysis of the workload imbalance formulation led them to recommend a static sequencing policy formed by a geometric analysis of the workload imbalance space. The first step is to plot the point corresponding to each job class (i.e., the appropriate column vector in M), recalling that each class is served at station k . For reasonably well-behaved networks (see Harrison and Nguyen 1995 for examples of badly behaved networks) operating under any static priority rule, it seems virtually certain (although it has not been rigorously proved) that the normalized workload imbalance process W converges weakly as (N → ) to a reflected Brownian motion (RBM), whose state space is the triangle formed by the lowest priority job at each of the three servers. Idleness occurs when W hits one of the boundaries. In the Brownian formulation, there is never any motivation to allow idleness when it is avoidable; the only real trade-offs involve which server to idle.
The lowest priority class at each server is determined by selecting the three points, one from each server, that minimize the perimeter-to-area ratio of the triangle formed by the three points. When a static priority rule is applied to a system in heavy traffic, most of the work will reside in the job class receiving the lowest priority at each server. After the scaling of time and queue length associated with the Brownian model, the value of the scaled queue length process for every job class except each server's lowest priority The workload imbalance polytope for the two-product example.
class will approach zero. Chevalier and Wein (1993) reason that because (i) in the Brownian model only job classes with lowest priority will have positive queue lengths, and (ii) idleness (the scourge of a closed network) occurs when the workload imbalance process hits a side of the triangle, idleness is best prevented by forcing the workload imbalance process into the triangle with the smallest perimeter, relative to the area of its interior. The remaining job classes at each server are prioritized by the perimeter-toarea ratio of the triangles formed by combining each job class with the lowest priority class for each of the other two servers. (Although we have summarized the ChevalierWein sequencing policy for the case of three stations, their method was developed for an arbitrary number of stations, with the modifications for more than three stations being exactly as one would expect.) Chevalier and Wein recognize that their static policy, by not allowing the workload imbalance process to range over the entire polytope, is unlikely to result in the optimal policy, but they are buoyed by its impressive performance in their simulation experiments compared to other sequencing rules and by its ease of implementation. In our example, the only sequencing decision that the system manager faces is whether to serve Class 1 or Class 2 jobs at Station 3, when jobs of both classes are present. Because of the symmetric nature of this problem, the triangles with vertices from job classes {1, 3, 4} and {2, 3, 4} both have the same surface-to-volume ratio, so either Class 1 or Class 2 can be assigned lower priority at Server 3 under the Chevalier-Wein policy. Once a priority has been set, the Brownian workload imbalance process is confined to a triangle that covers only half the volume of the entire polytope.
If Class 1 jobs are assumed to have higher priority at Server 3 (and hence are never present in the Brownian model), the workload imbalance process moves within the shaded triangle in Figure 3 , according to the formula
When the workload imbalance process hits the boundary of the triangle, one of the idleness processes, U 1 t U 2 t , or U 3 t is increased. At the triangle side {2, 4}, for example, all the jobs in the system are either Class 2 or Class 4, which causes idleness for Server 1. The face {2, 3} is particularly noteworthy. All the jobs are either Class 2 or Class 3, so there is no immediate work for Server 2, and it falls idle. Because Class 2 jobs eventually must be processed at Server 2, there is work, defined according to the equation W i t = k M ik Z k t , for Server 2 in the system (i.e., W 2 t is positive). We term this type of idleness, when dU i t > 0, dU j t = 0 for all j = i, and W i t > 0, "unnecessary idleness" because it could have been avoided by using a different scheduling policy. In our network, unnecessary idleness is caused by always giving priority to Class 1 jobs at Server 3; if Server 2 is threatened with idleness, and Server 1 is relatively full of work, idleness can be avoided The workload imbalance triangle (priority to Class 1).
by giving priority to Class 2 jobs at Server 3 to create Class 4 jobs and keep Server 2 busy. In our example, idleness is inevitable at each face of the rectangle, but in heavy traffic the analysis of Brownian models strongly suggests that it is otherwise avoidable. At each face, all of the jobs in the system are in one of two job classes, meaning that (at least) one server must be idle. With large N , it is possible to be at any point on the interior of the polytope and have jobs at all three servers. We should therefore seek scheduling rules that attempt to limit server idleness to situations when the workload imbalance process hits a polytope face. This implies that we should (i) identify the polytope boundaries, (ii) find the boundaries that are formed by job classes from two different servers, and (iii) assign lowest priority to those two job classes when the third server (with no job class on the face) is most immediately threatened with idleness. Server 1, for example, should only be idled when all jobs are Class 1 and Class 2, or Class 2 and Class 4. Therefore, when Server 1 is threatened with idleness, we should give lowest priority to Job Classes 2 and 4 (because job classes 1 and 2 are both processed at Server 3) at their respective servers. For our system, the entire polytope is used (i.e., all possible steps are taken to ensure that idleness occurs only at polytope boundaries) by following the principles outlined in Table 1 . 
Polytope-Filling Policy
We now define an implementable dynamic scheduling policy that has the desired properties described immediately above. The performance of this policy will be evaluated via simulation in §4.4, and compared to the static ChevalierWein sequencing policy. By examining Table 1 , one notices that Server 1 should not be idled when both Class 1 and Class 4 jobs are present (Server 2 not idled when both Class 2 and Class 3 jobs exist). This suggests the following policy: Give priority to Class 1 when there are more Class 4 jobs than Class 3 jobs (i.e., generate work for Server 1 when it has less immediate work than Server 2) and vice versa; if both Servers 1 and 2 have the same level of immediate work, give priority at Server 3 to the class with the longest queue. Theoretical analysis of reflected Brownian motion (RBM) suggests that the surface-to-volume ratio (or perimeter-to-area ratio for a three-server network) is a plausible rough estimate of the relative idleness rate under policies "creating" a given polytope. In Figure 3 , allowing the workload imbalance process to operate in the entire rectangle reduces the surface-to-volume ratio by 43%, compared to the triangle formed by the static sequencing policy (2.12 vs. 3.70), leading one to believe that idleness can be significantly reduced by utilizing the polytope more effectively. For this particular example, the policy we have devised is identical to Least Work Next Queue (i.e., give priority at any server to the job that will travel next to the server with the least immediate work). It is important, however, to recognize that our policy was created to serve a different purpose-namely, to inject idleness only when the boundary of the workload imbalance polytope is encountered. In more complicated systems, this method would create a scheduling policy that is significantly different than LWNQ.
Before discussing the performance of this polytopefilling policy in heavy traffic, let us consider exact optimal solutions to the queueing control problem for moderate population sizes.
Markov Decision Process Formulation
One way to evaluate different policies, and in fact discover the optimal sequencing policy for a given WIP level N , is to consider the underlying Markov decision process (MDP). We assume that processing times for each job class are distributed exponentially and seek to discover the optimal action (choice of job to process at Server 3) for each state (number of jobs in each job class). See Gilland (2000) for a detailed development and analysis of this MDP.
We have used the MDP framework to find the optimal solution for cases up to N = 15. With 15 jobs in the system, there are 816 possible states, 560 of which require a decision. The MDP formulation also can be used to calculate the long-run average idleness that will be incurred when using any sequencing policy. Table 2 shows the analytically calculated idleness for three policies: the optimal policy, the polytope-filling policy that tries to limit idleness to times when the workload imbalance process hits the polytope boundary, and the Chevalier-Wein policy that always gives priority to Class 1 jobs. Also presented in Table 2 is the number of states for each WIP level, and the number of states for which the polytope-filling action is different from the optimal action. Although the number of states for which the two policies differ is increasing with N , the performance of the polytope-filling policy remains very near that of the optimal policy, and both policies offer a significant advantage over the Chevalier-Wein policy.
Simulation Results for Higher Levels of Utilization
As N increases, the state space becomes sufficiently large that analysis of the MDP becomes impractical. Simulation analysis, however, can be used to compare the performance of the Chevalier-Wein and polytope-filling sequencing policies. The relative advantage of the polytope-filling policy over Chevalier-Wein increases as the desired production rate increases, as can be seen in Table 3 , which presents simulation results for the same processing network operating at higher levels of utilization. Table 3 (and subsequent tables displaying simulation results) differs from the previous table in that the performance of different sequencing policies is measured by examining the average throughput time and WIP level one could achieve while maintaining a given rate of production. The fractional WIP level displayed for the ChevalierWein policy was calculated by interpolating results from simulations using a whole number of jobs. The production rate is displayed as a proportion of theoretical capacity, so can be interpreted as capacity utilization at each of the stations. Each entry in the table (as well as all simulation results presented later in this paper) represents the average throughput time for all jobs across 10 simulation runs, each covering 300,000 hours of operation. As the desired output of the system increases, the relative benefit of the polytope-filling priority scheme increases, as measured by the percent reduction in throughput time as compared to the Chevalier-Wein policy. Measuring the benefit of the polytope-filling policy by the reduction in WIP inventory (the number of jobs, N , in the closed network) results in the same magnitude of improvement over the Chevalier-Wein policy. 
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GENERALIZATION OF APPROACH
Generating a rule to utilize the entire workload imbalance polytope was relatively simple for the two-step, symmetric processing network discussed in the previous section.
Translating the notion to a more complex system is not straightforward, but can offer significant benefits. The general polytope-filling sequencing policy involves first identifying the server that is most immediately threatened with idleness, and then utilizing the prioritization that is associated with that server. The key component of each prioritization is the lowest priority job class at each of the servers, excluding the server most threatened with idleness. The lowest priority job classes are determined by analyzing the workload imbalance polytope. For each server, one must identify the polytope face of greatest volume that is formed by a single point from each of the other servers. The job classes associated with these points are then assigned lowest priority at their respective servers whenever the reference server is the server most immediately threatened with idleness. To minimize disruptions in the queue, all other prioritization is done according to the Chevalier-Wein static sequencing policy. In this fashion, we develop a distinct sequencing policy associated with each server. At any point in time, one must identify the server most immediately threatened with idleness (determined by summing the expected next-step processing times of all jobs currently at the server) and use the complete prioritization associated with that server to sequence jobs at every server. The following algorithm defines this prioritization process more precisely:
Algorithm: Polytope-Filling Sequencing Policy. (See the appendix for details of selected steps.)
Step 1. Create the workload imbalance profile matrix, M.
Step 2. Determine the Chevalier-Wein static prioritization.
Step 3. Identify the points (column vectors in M) that form the convex hull of the workload imbalance polytope. These points will subsequently be called extreme points.
Step 4. For each server, determine the prioritization of job classes that should be used when that server has the least immediate work. This can be done as follows:
M J of all possible submatrices of M that include one extreme point from each server excluding i.
• For j =1 to J , associate with submatrix M j a ranking index r j equal to 0 if the points do not form a face of the workload imbalance polytope, or the volume of the face multiplied by a scalar if the points do form a face of the polytope.
• Assign lowest priority (at its respective server) to the job class associated with each point in the sub-matrix M j * with the largest ranking index (i.e., j * = arg max r j ).
• Assign priority to all other job classes (including all job classes processed at server i), according to the Chevalier-Wein prioritization.
Step 5. Record the I prioritizations developed in Step 4.
Several examples are used to illustrate the application of the polytope-filling sequencing policy. Example 1. Consider the three-station, three-product network in Example 2 of Chevalier and Wein (1993) , which is depicted in Figure 4 . The processing times of each job class are distributed exponentially, with mean service time listed inside the box representing each server. The product mix is split evenly across the three products, so one can add the processing times at each server to verify that they are indeed balanced. The resulting workload imbalance polytope is displayed in Figure 5 , with shading to indicate the triangle formed by each server's lowest priority class under the Chevalier-Wein sequencing policy.
A significant portion of the workload imbalance polytope is unused in any static (triangular) sequencing policy, leading one to believe that idleness can be reduced significantly by employing a dynamic policy to avoid "unnecessary idleness." For each server, there is only a single face containing one point from each of the other two servers, greatly simplifying the task described in Step 4 of the above algorithm. The job classes associated with those points are assigned lowest priority on their servers whenever the remaining server is most threatened with idleness. For example, if Server 1 is the server most threatened with idleness, Classes 6 and 7 should be given lowest priority at Servers 2 and 3, respectively. Priority will be assigned to other classes according to the Chevalier-Wein prioritization. To utilize the polytope-filling policy, one first determines which server is most threatened with idleness (i.e., has the least immediate work). The prioritization associated with that server is then used (see Table 4 for the complete polytope-filling policy). In Table 4 (and later in  Tables 7 and 10 ), the job classes are listed in declining order of priority underneath the server at which they are processed. For this example, the only difference between the polytope-filling and the Chevalier-Wein policies occurs when Server 3 has the least immediate work, in which case the two lowest priority classes at Server 2 are reversed. The sequencing policy when either Server 1 or Server 2 is most threatened with idleness is identical to the Chevalier-Wein sequencing policy for this system. We implement our policy by determining which server has the least immediate work (defined as the sum, over all Server 2 Server 2 Server 2 9, 3, 6 9, 3, 6 9, 6, 3
Server 3 Server 3 Server 3 2, 10, 7 2, 10, 7 2, 10, 7
jobs waiting at the server, of the expected processing time for the next operation) and then using the prioritization associated with that server. Despite the very minor difference between this policy and the Chevalier-Wein policy for this network, the benefits from the polytope-filling prioritization are quite significant, as shown by the simulation results in Table 5 .
Example 2. In the example discussed above, there was only a single segment on the polytope boundary that was formed by points from each pair of servers. This fact gave clear guidance about the two job classes that should be given lowest priority at their respective servers when the third server was most threatened with idleness. Now consider the example described in Table 6 . Job classes are numbered according to the order in which they appear in Table 6 (i.e., the four steps required to complete product A are assigned job classes 1-4).
There are 3 servers, 3 products, and 15 job classes. We assume that as we finish manufacturing each product, there is an equal likelihood that the newly introduced product will be any of the three product types, thereby guaranteeing that for any sequencing rule used with this example, longrun average utilization of each server will be identical.
The workload imbalance polytope for this example is displayed in Figure 6 , with the Chevalier-Wein triangle shaded. The segment connecting points 5 and 7 is the only face connecting job classes served at Stations 1 and 3, so as before we assign lowest priority to these job classes when Server 2 has the least immediate work. Examining the polytope reveals that for Servers 1 and 2, and for Servers 2 and 3, there are three segments on the polytope boundary that contain a point from each server. In this situation, it is not immediately evident which job classes should be given lowest priority to minimize idleness at the third server. Because the philosophy behind both the static ChevalierWein policy and the simple dynamic policy developed in this paper is to "open up" the portion of the polytope in which the workload imbalance process can operate, Step 4 of the polytope-filling algorithm assigns lowest priority to the job classes associated with the longest line segment on the polytope boundary. Of the three line segments that include points from Servers 2 and 3, the longest is the one connecting Classes 8 and 13, so they are assigned lowest priority at their respective servers when Server 1 is most immediately threatened with idleness. Similarly, when Server 3 has the least immediate work, lowest priority at Servers 1 and 2 is given to Job Classes 12 and 14. Priority for all other job classes is determined by using the Chevalier-Wein static prioritization policy. The polytopefilling sequencing policy for this processing network is presented in Table 7 . In this example, the Chevalier-Wein policy is distinct from any of the three polytope-filling prioritization schemes, so it also is presented in Table 7 . Simulation results for the two sequencing policies are presented in Table 8 . The polytope-filling policy again shows significant benefits over the Chevalier-Wein policy, and the percentage benefit increases as resource utilization increases. At utilization levels above 97%, the polytopefilling policy provides an approximately 10% reduction in throughput time when operating at a given production rate.
Example 3. Using Chevalier and Wein's Example 3 allows us to create and test the polytope-filling policy on a network with four servers. This network produces four products (in equal proportion) and has 20 job classes. Mean processing times and product routes are detailed in Table 9 . Job classes are numbered according to the order in which they appear in Table 9 (i.e., the four steps required to complete Product A are assigned job classes 1-4).
The workload imbalance polytope is a three-dimensional figure with triangular faces. We construct the polytopefilling sequencing policy by finding, for each server, the face with the largest area that consists of one point from each of the other three servers. These three job classes receive lowest priority at their servers whenever the fourth server is the server most threatened with immediate idleness. The polytope-filling sequencing policy and the Chevalier-Wein policy are provided in Table 10 .
The simulation results presented in Table 11 show that the polytope-filling policy again outperforms the ChevalierWein policy. The reduction in mean throughput time is on the order of 5-10%, and the benefit of the polytope-filling policy generally increases as the servers are more heavily utilized.
CONCLUSIONS
The key objective in controlling a closed network is to minimize idleness. In a system where manufacturing resources are shared by many products, sequencing policies can have a significant impact on the performance of the processing network. We use an approximating Brownian model of the original queueing network to help develop sequencing policies that decrease long-run average server idleness. Despite the fact that the approximating Brownian model is based upon the assumption of heavy traffic (very high levels of resource utilization), the scheduling procedure that emerges will also improve performance for systems with more moderate levels of capacity utilization. Chevalier and Wein (1993) develop a static sequencing policy based on their analysis of the approximating Brownian model and demonstrate the benefits of their policy over many traditional scheduling approaches. We argue that even the Chevalier-Wein policy, because it sometimes causes server idleness despite the fact that work for the starved server exists elsewhere in the system, can in some cases be improved significantly. If the simplex formed by the lowest priority classes in the Chevalier-Wein sequencing policy Figure 6 . Workload imbalance polytope for network with 15 job classes. 10, 4, 1, 14, 8 8, 6, 10, 4, 1, 14 8, 6, 10, 4, 1, 14 8, 6, 10, 4, 1, 14 Server 3 Server 3 Server 3 Server 3 5, 15, 11, 2, 9, 13 13, 15, 11, 2, 9, 5 13, 5, 15, 11, 2, 9 13, 5, 15, 11, 2, 9 leaves a significant portion of the workload imbalance polytope uncovered, then unnecessary idleness is more likely to occur. A basic processing network is used to indicate how a sequencing policy can be developed that more completely utilizes the workload imbalance polytope. We show, via simulation, that in our model the polytope-filling policy reduces throughput time by more than 20% when compared to the Chevalier-Wein policy, and that the benefit of the polytope-filling policy increases as the servers are more heavily utilized. The magnitude of the benefit remains virtually the same when measuring the benefit in terms of reduced throughput time or WIP level, while maintaining a given rate of production. We have used the insight gained from analyzing our basic model to develop a general procedure for establishing a simple dynamic sequencing policy for more complicated networks. To delay idleness until a face of the workload imbalance polytope is approached, we suggest altering the prioritization of job classes at each server based on which server is most immediately threatened with idleness. Implementation of this sequencing policy would be relatively straightforward. For each piece of heavily utilized equipment, one would develop a set of priority rankings of the job classes processed at that station; a separate priority ranking assuming each of the stations has the least immediate work. Then it would be necessary only to monitor the immediate work in front of each station and use the priority ranking associated with the station that has the least work. We use simulation to show that in several multiserver processing networks, for which the Chevalier-Wein sequencing policy has already been demonstrated to significantly outperform traditional scheduling rules, our polytope-filling policy provides still greater benefits.
APPENDIX-ALGORITHM DETAILS
A.1. Identifying the Convex Hull of the Workload Imbalance Polytope (Step 3)
Detailed Algorithm.
Initialize set of extreme points E = . , 19, 12, 7, 10 1, 19, 12, 10, 7 1, 19, 12 , 7, 10 1, 12, 7, 10, 19 1, 19, 12, 7, 10 Server 2 Server 2 Server 2 Server 2 Server 2 9, 17, 11, 2, 6, 16 9, 17, 11, 2, 6, 16, 9 17, 11, 2, 6, 16, 9 9, 17, 11, 2, 16, 6 9, 17, 11, 2, 6, 16 Server 3 Server 3 Server 3 Server 3 Server 3 3, 8, 13, 20, 15 8, 13, 15, 20, 3 3, 8, 13, 15, 20 3, 8, 13, 20, 15 3, 8, 13, 15, 20 
